CREATE YOUR OWN

SUCCESS
TURN YOUR PASSION FOR HEALTH AND WELLNESS INTO MONEY
As a TLS Coach, you can earn 30% or more in retail profit from your sales. Earn an average of CAD$383.27+ in retail profit per TLS
Event!* Hold two events per month and earn CAD$766.54+ per month just in retail profits. It’s your choice; host your event online,
through social media, or in person. It’s flexible and fun!
On top of the retail profit you’re already earning, you can earn commissions starting at CAD$383.27 or more if you mentor at least two
other TLS coaches, and support them to do the same thing you are doing. Mentor two teams of three coaches each, and you can earn
an additional CAD$1,916.42 or more in commissions. With TLS, there’s no limit to your earning potential.

INCOME

PERSONAL SALES

- CAD$383.27+

- CAD$1,276.28 weekly or monthly

- CAD$766.54+

- CAD$2,552.56 weekly or monthly

- CAD$1,148.52+

- CAD$3,828.88 weekly or monthly

- CAD$1,531.36+

- CAD$5,104.61 weekly or monthly

EARN WEEKLY COMMISSIONS
TWO TEAMS EACH SELLING

YOUR COMMISSION

- CAD$1,276.12/week

- CAD$1,916.42/week

- CAD$1,276.12/twice a month

- CAD$3,828.88/month

- CAD$1,276.12/month

- CAD$1,916.42/month

(L Team 5,000 BV & R Team 5,000 BV)

Note: Retail profit at 30% SR; BV at 50% SR; each team = five BAs

BECOME A TLS COACH TODAY. IT’S FUN, FLEXIBLE AND SOCIABLE! ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS AND DREAMS
BY TURNING YOUR LOVE OF HEALTH AND WELLNESS INTO MONEY.
*The income levels mentioned in this website are for illustration purposes only. They are not intended to be representative of the earnings of any specific class of Market America Independent
UnFranchise® Owners, nor are they intended to represent that any given Independent UnFranchise Owner will earn income in that amount. The success of any Market America Independent
UnFranchise Owner will depend upon the amount of hard work, talent and dedication which he or she devotes to the building of his or her Market America business.

#FINDYOURFIT

#TLS21DAYS

